ABSTRACT
The aim of this article is to introduce family medicine researchers to case study research, a rigorous research methodology commonly used in the social and health sciences and only distantly related to clinical case reports. The article begins with an overview of case study in the social and health sciences, including its definition, potential applications, historical background and core features. This is followed by a 10-step description of the process of conducting a case study project illustrated using a case study conducted about a teaching programme executed to teach international family medicine resident learners sensitive examination skills. Steps for conducting a case study include (1) conducting a literature review; (2) formulating the research questions; (3) ensuring that a case study is appropriate; (4) determining the type of case study design; (5) defining boundaries of the case(s) and selecting the case(s); (6) preparing for data collection; (7) collecting and organising the data; (8) analysing the data; (9) writing the case study report; and (10) appraising the quality. Case study research is a highly flexible and powerful research tool available to family medicine researchers for a variety of applications.

SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT
Given their potential for answering ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions about complex issues in their natural setting, case study designs are being increasingly used in the health sciences. Conducting a case study can, however, be a complex task because of the possibility of combining multiple methods and the need to choose between different types of case study designs. In order to introduce family medicine and community health researchers to the fundamentals of case study research, this article reviews its definition, potential applications, historical background and main characteristics. It follows on with a practical, step-by-step description of the case study process that will be useful to researchers interested in implementing this research design in their own practice.

INTRODUCTION
This article provides family medicine and community health researchers a concise resource to conduct case study research. The article opens with an overview of case study in the social and health sciences, including its definition, potential applications, historical background and core features. This is followed by a 10-step description of the process of conducting a case study project, as described in the literature. These steps are illustrated using a case study about a teaching programme executed to teach international medical learners sensitive examination skills. The article ends with recommendations of useful articles and textbooks on case study research.

ORIGINS OF CASE STUDY RESEARCH
Case study is a research design that involves an intensive and holistic examination of a contemporary phenomenon in a real-life setting. It uses a variety of methods and multiple data sources to explore, describe or explain a single case bounded in time and place (ie, an event, individual, group, organisation or programme). A distinctive feature of case study is its focus on the particular characteristics of the case being studied and the contextual aspects, relationships and processes influencing it. Here we do not include clinical case reports as these are beyond the scope of this article. While distantly related to clinical case reports commonly used to report unusual clinical case presentations or findings, case study is a research approach that is frequently used in the social sciences and health sciences. In contrast to other research designs, such as surveys or experiments, a key strength of case study is that it allows the researcher to adopt a holistic approach—rather than an isolated approach—to the study of social phenomena. As argued by Yin, case studies are particularly suitable for answering ‘how’ research questions (ie, how a treatment was received) as well as ‘why’ research questions (ie, why the treatment produced the observed outcomes).

Given its potential for understanding complex processes as they occur in their natural setting, case study increasingly is used...
in a wide range of health-related disciplines and fields, including medicine, nursing, health services research and health communication. With regard to clinical practice and research, a number of authors have highlighted how insights gained from case study designs can be used to describe patients’ experiences regarding care, explore health professionals’ perceptions regarding a policy change, and understand why medical treatments and complex interventions succeed or fail.

In anthropology and sociology, case study as a research design was introduced as a response to the prevailing view of qualitative research as the primary way of undertaking social phenomena from participants. In addition, it could complement the findings of survey research. Between the 1920s and 1960s, case study became the predominant research approach among the members of the Department of Sociology of the University of Chicago, widely known as ‘The Chicago School’. During this period, prominent sociologists, such as Florian Znaniecki, William Thomas, Everett C Hughes and Howard S Becker, undertook a series of innovative case studies (including classical works such as The Polish peasant in Europe and America or Boys in White), which laid the foundations of case study designs as implemented today.

In the 1970s, case study increasingly was adopted in the USA and UK in applied disciplines and fields, such as education, programme evaluation and public policy research. As a response to the limitations of quasi-experimental designs for undertaking comprehensive programme evaluations, researchers in these disciplines saw in case studies—either alone or in combination with experimental designs—an opportunity to gain additional insights into the outcomes of programme implementation. In the mid-1980s and early 1990s, the case study approach became recognised as having its own ‘logic of design’ (p16). This period coincides with the publication of a considerable number of influential articles and textbooks on case study research.

These publications were instrumental in shaping contemporary case study practice, yet they reflected divergent views about the nature of case study, including how it should be defined, designed and implemented (see Yazan for a comparison of the perspectives of Yin, Merriam and Stake, three leading case study methodologists). What these publications have in common is that case study revolves around four key features.

First, case study examines a specific phenomenon in detail by performing an indepth and intensive analysis of the selected case. The rationale for case study designs, rather than more expansive designs such as surveys, is that the researcher is interested in investigating the particularity of a case, that is, the unique attributes that define an event, individual, group, organisation or programme. Second, case study is conducted in natural settings where people meet, interact and change their perceptions over time. The use of the case study design is a choice in favour of ‘maintaining the naturalness of the research situation and the natural course of events’ (p177).

Third, case study assumes that a case under investigation is entangled with the context in which it is embedded. This context entails a number of interconnected processes that cannot be disassociated from the case, but rather are part of the study. The case study researcher is interested in understanding how and why such processes take place and, consequently, uncovering the interactions between a case and its context. Research questions concerning how and why phenomena occur are particularly appropriate in case study research.

Fourth, case study encourages the researcher to use a variety of methods and data types in a single study. These can be solely qualitative, solely quantitative or a mixture of both. The latter option allows the researcher to gain a more comprehensive understanding of the case and improve the accuracy of the findings. The four above-mentioned key features of case study are shown in Table 1, using the example of a mixed methods case study evaluation.

There are many potential applications for case study research. While often misconstrued as having only an exploratory role, case study research can be used for descriptive and explanatory research. Family medicine and community health researchers can use case study research for evaluating a variety of educational programmes, clinical programmes or community programmes.

**CASE STUDY ILLUSTRATION FROM FAMILY MEDICINE**

In the featured study, Japanese family medicine residents received standardised patient instructor-based training in female breast, pelvic, male genital and prostate examinations as part of an international training collaboration to launch a new family medicine residency programme. From family medicine residents, trainers and staff, the authors collected and analysed data from post-training feedback, semistructured interviews and a web-based questionnaire. While the programme was perceived favourably, they noted barriers to reinforcement in their home training programme, and taboos regarding gender-specific healthcare appear as barriers to implementing a similar programme in the home institution.

**A STEP-BY-STEP DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCESS OF CARRYING OUT A CASE STUDY**

As shown in Table 2 and illustrated using the article by Shultz et al., case study research generally includes 10 steps. While commonly conducted in this order, the steps do not always occur linearly as data collection and analysis may occur over several iterations or implemented with a slightly different order.
Table 1 Key features of case study as presented by Shultz et al\(^2\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>How the feature is reflected in the study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| In depth | ▶ This mixed methods case study assessed a standardised patient instructor (SPI) training programme at the University of Michigan that provided training in female breast, pelvic, male genital and prostate examinations to Japanese family medicine residents.  
▶ The SPI training programme was examined in depth, focusing on its perceived acceptability and impact. |
| Natural setting | ▶ The study was undertaken in the participants’ natural setting, the Department of Family Medicine of the University of Michigan and the Shizuoka Family Medicine Program.  
▶ Individual interviews with Japanese residents, nurses and medical assistants were conducted in Japanese, enabling participants to express themselves spontaneously.  
▶ Data were collected three times in the course of 3 years, 2010–2012. This allowed researchers to examine changes in the perceptions of the participants over time. |
| Focus on context | ▶ Interviews with the medical staff of the Shizuoka Family Medicine Program and Japanese residents allowed researchers to understand how Japanese sociocultural beliefs about gender, identity and sex played a role in patient care delivered by residents in Japan. They also allowed researchers to determine the extent to which a similar training programme in Japan would be feasible and sustainable. |
| Combination of methods | ▶ Qualitative and quantitative methods were used to investigate different components of the programme. Methods included:  
- Post-training evaluations with trainers in the SPI programme and Japanese residents attending the programme.  
- Semistructured follow-up interviews with the Japanese residents and nursing and medical staff of the Shizuoka Family Medicine Program.  
- A web-based questionnaire distributed to Shizuoka Family Medicine residents.  
▶ Qualitative data and quantitative data were analysed separately and brought together to analyse the extent of convergence.  
▶ The combination of qualitative and quantitative methods allowed researchers to improve the accuracy of the findings and minimise the impact of the cultural bias of Japanese residents and medical staff on their perceptions about the SPI training programme. |

Step 1. Conduct a literature review

During the literature review, researchers systematically search for publications, select those most relevant to the study’s purpose, critically appraise them and summarise the major themes. The literature review helps researchers ascertain what is and is not known about the phenomenon under study, delineate the scope and research questions of the study, and develop an academic or practical justification for the study.\(^2\)

Step 2. Formulate the research questions

Research questions critically define in operational terms what will be researched and how. They focus the study and play a key role in guiding design decisions. Key decisions include the case selection and choice of a case study design most suitable for the study. According to Fraenkel et al,\(^2\) the key attributes of good research questions are (1) feasibility, (2) clarity, (3) significance, (4) connection to previous research identified in the literature and (5) compliance with ethical research standards.

Step 3. Ensure that a case study is appropriate

Before commencing the study, researchers should ensure that case study design embodies the most appropriate strategy for answering the study questions. The above-noted four key features—in depth examination of phenomena, naturalness, a focus on context and the use of a combination of methods—should be reflected in the research questions as well as subsequent design decisions.

Step 4. Determine the type of case study design

Researchers need to choose a specific case study design. Sometimes, researchers may define the case first (step 5), for example, in a programme evaluation, and the case may need to be defined before determining the type. Yin’s\(^3\) typology is based on two dimensions, whether the study will examine a single case or multiple cases, and whether the study will focus on a single or multiple units of analysis. Figure 1 illustrates these four types of design using a hypothetical example of a programme evaluation. Table 3 shows an example of each type from the literature.

In type 1 holistic single case design, researchers examine a single programme as the sole unit of analysis. In type 2 embedded single case design, the interest is not exclusively in the programme, but also in its different subunits, including sites, staff and participants. These subunits constitute the range of units of analysis. In type 3 holistic multiple case design, researchers conduct a within and cross-case comparison of two or more programmes, each of which constitutes a single unit of analysis. A major strength of multiple case designs is that they enable researchers to develop an in depth description of each case and to identify patterns of variation and similarity between the cases. Multiple case designs are likely to have stronger internal validity and generate more insightful findings than single case designs. They do this by allowing ‘examination of processes and outcomes across many cases, identification of how individual cases might be affected by different environments, and the specific conditions under which
### Table 2 Ten steps for conducting a case study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Conduct a literature review. ► Follow the process of reviewing the literature: search for publications, select the publications that are more relevant for the study’s purpose, appraise them and summarise the major themes identified. ► Ensure that the literature review informs the formulation of the research questions. ► In addition to reviewing pertinent literature on epidemiology of different cancers and healthcare in Japan, the authors reviewed issues around gender and health issues. They provided a justification for conducting the case study for uniquely addressing the topic of training sensitive healthcare examinations in Japan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Formulate the research questions. ► Formulate research questions that are feasible, clear, significant, ethical and connected to previous research. ► To investigate SPIs’ and Japanese residents’ perceptions about the training experience in the USA, and to examine the perceived impact and acceptability of performing the learnt skills from residents and other key informants after residents returned to Japan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ensure that a case study is appropriate. ► Ensure that the planned study is consistent with the four key features of case study research: – In depth examination of phenomena. – Naturalness. – Focus on context. – Use of a combination of methods. ► As illustrated in table 1, the authors’ study was conducted in depth, in a natural setting, with a focus on context and using a combination of methods.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Determine the type of case study design. ► Decide the type of case study that will be used according to Yin’s typology: – Holistic single case design. – Embedded single case design. – Holistic multiple case design. – Embedded multiple case design. ► The authors conducted an embedded single case study (see table 3).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Define the boundaries of the case(s) and select the case(s). ► Define the case and how it fits within its broader context. ► Select the case or cases that will be investigated. ► The case was bounded by examining the relevant activities in the teaching institution, and the outcomes of the training in the host training institution for the trainees, instructors and clinicians who would be in a position to comment on the impact of the training.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Prepare to collect data. ► Elaborate a case study protocol that provides a detailed description of the methods that will be used during the data collection. ► The study protocol included data collection during three time periods: two initial waves of data collection in years 1 and 2 with participating residents, and a third year of follow-up data collection to assess the impact of training.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Collect and organise the data. ► Use quantitative, qualitative or mixed methods to collect the data, depending on the research questions and the type of case study design used. ► Elaborate a case study database to organise the data. ► The researchers implemented four data collection arms: (1) post-training evaluations from the residents and instructors; (2) follow-up semistructured interviews with residents; (3) semistructured interviews with key informants (nurses and medical assistants); and (4) a web-based questionnaire given to residents.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Analyse the data. ► Analyse the qualitative data. ► Follow a data-driven or concept-driven approach to code the data. ► Search for patterns in the data and identify major themes. ► Analyse the quantitative data. ► Enter the data in a software package and run statistical analyses. ► Use analytical techniques suggested by Yin: – Pattern matching. – Explanation building. – Time-series analysis. – Logic models. ► The authors conducted descriptive statistics. The specific programme used was not reported. ► The authors used a linear type of analysis logically organised by emergent themes. ► The authors inductively analysed the data guided by the research questions and conducted a thematic analysis. ► The authors conducted descriptive statistics. The specific programme used was not reported. ► The analytical techniques focused on pattern matching between training and skills used, and explanation for the outcomes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continued
Table 2 Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 9    | Write the case study report. ► Write a report that has the following characteristics:  
- Provides a comprehensive description of the case.  
- Presents the data in a concise and transparent manner.  
- Considers the needs of its primary audience.  
► The researchers created a report of the findings from the resident, nurse and medical assistant participants’ reports about skill proficiency, relevance of gender and sexual health discussions, and potential for SPIs in Japan.  
► The researchers tracked the residents’ self-reports of the number of actual sensitive examinations conducted. |
| 10   | Appraise quality. ► Use quality frameworks or checklists suggested in the literature to appraise the quality of the case study.  
► While explicated by the authors, in accordance with recommended quality criteria, the authors conducted the research in a real-life setting, the case criteria are described, the study is about a delimited phenomenon, the authors provide relevant details about the settings, the authors employed multiple methods, the authors’ descriptions are balanced with strengths and limitations for a holistic perspective, and the authors considered the generalisability of the study. The authors did not discuss the role of reflexivity in the study. |

SPI, standardised patient instructor.

a finding may occur’ (p583). In type 4 embedded multiple case design, a variant of the holistic multiple case design, researchers perform a detailed examination of the subunits of each programme, rather than just examining each case as a whole.

Step 5. Define the boundaries of the case(s) and select the case(s)

Miles et al define a case as ‘a phenomenon of some sort occurring in a bounded context’ (p28). What is and is not the case and how the case fits within its broader context should be explicitly defined. As noted in step 4, this step may occur before choice of the case study type, and the process may actually occur in a back-and-forth fashion. A case can entail an individual, a group, an organisation, an institution or a programme. In this step, researchers delineate the spatial and temporal boundaries of the case, that is, ‘when and where it occurred, and when and what was of interest’ (p390). Aside from ensuring the coherence and consistency of the study, bounding the case ensures that the planned research project is feasible in terms of time and resources. Having access to the case and ensuring ethical research practice are two central considerations in case selection.

Step 6. Prepare to collect data

Before beginning the data collection, researchers need a study protocol that describes in detail the methods of data collection. The protocol should emphasise the coherence between the data collection methods and the research questions. According to Yin, a case study protocol should include (1) an overview of the case study, (2) data collection procedures, (3) data collection questions and (4) a guide for the case study report. The protocol should be sufficiently flexible to allow researchers to make changes

Figure 1 Types of case study designs.
depending on the context and specific circumstances surrounding each data collection method.

**Step 7. Collect and organise the data**

While case study is often portrayed as a qualitative approach to research (eg, interviews, focus groups or observations), case study designs frequently rely on multiple data sources, including quantitative data (eg, surveys or statistical databases). A growing number of authors highlight the ways in which the use of mixed methods within case study designs might contribute to developing ‘a more complete understanding of the case’ (p902), shedding light on ‘the complexity of a case’ (p118) or increasing ‘the internal validity of a study’ (p6). Guetterman and Fetters explain how a qualitative case study can also be nested within a mixed methods design (ie, be considered the qualitative component of the design). An interesting strategy for organising multiple data sources is suggested by Yin. He recommends using a case study database in which different data sources (eg, audio files, notes, documents or photographs) are stored for later retrieval or inspection. See guidance from Creswell and Hirose for conducting a survey and qualitative data collection in mixed methods and DeJonckheere on semistructured interviewing.

**Step 8. Analyse the data**

Bernard and Ryan define data analysis as ‘the search for patterns in data and for ideas that help explain why these patterns are there in the first place’ (p109). Depending on the case study design, analysis of the qualitative and quantitative data can be done concurrently or sequentially. For the qualitative data, the first step of the analysis involves segmenting the data into coding units, ascribing codes to data segments and organising the codes in a coding scheme. Depending on the role of theory in the study, an inductive, data-driven approach can be used where meaning is found in the data, or a deductive, concept-driven approach can be adopted where predefined concepts derived from the literature, or previous research, are used to code the data. The second step involves searching for patterns across codes and subsets of respondents, so major themes are identified to describe, explain or predict the phenomenon under study. Babchuk provides a step-by-step guidance for qualitative analysis in this issue. When conducting a single case study, the within-case analysis yields an in depth, thick description of the case. When the study involves multiple cases, the cross-comparison analysis elicits a description of similarities and divergence between cases and may generate explanations and theoretical predictions regarding other cases.

---

**Table 3  Examples of published studies using the four types of case study designs suggested by Yin**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study example</th>
<th>Type of case study design</th>
<th>Study aim</th>
<th>Methodological features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Little et al</td>
<td>Holistic single case.</td>
<td>To evaluate the feasibility and acceptability of a prenatal visit programme for Japanese women with limited English skills.</td>
<td>Survey and interview data were collected from women attending the programme. The programme (ie, the case) was the sole unit of analysis of the study.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shultz et al</td>
<td>Embedded single case.</td>
<td>To evaluate the perceived feasibility and impact of an SPI programme providing training in sexual healthcare examinations to Japanese family medicine residents.</td>
<td>Quantitative and qualitative data were gathered from groups of participants directly involved with the programme (ie, trainers in the programme and Japanese residents attending the programme) or whose work was affected by the outcomes of the programme (ie, medical and nursing staff at the residents’ workplace). The programme (ie, the case) was the core unit of analysis of the study and the groups of participants were subunits of analysis in the programme.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson et al</td>
<td>Holistic multiple case.</td>
<td>To identify and describe factors associated with the use of prevention research in seven public health programmes.</td>
<td>Seven programmes were compared in terms of the characteristics of research utilisation, including related barriers and facilitators. Archival, observational and interview data were collected from stakeholders involved in the design, implementation and evaluation of the programme. Each programme (ie, cases) constituted a unit of analysis of the study.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shea et al</td>
<td>Embedded multiple case.</td>
<td>To explore factors considered by primary care providers when assessing the added value of a health-related quality-of-life information technology application for geriatric patients.</td>
<td>Three primary care practices were examined using quantitative and qualitative data sources, such as surveys, observations, audio recordings and semistructured interviews. Data were collected from several groups of participants, including providers, clinical and administrative staff, and patients. The three primary care practices (ie, cases) were the core units of analysis of the study and the groups of participants were subunits embedded within the practices.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SPI, standardised patient instructor.
For the quantitative part of the case study, data are entered in statistical software packages for conducting descriptive or inferential analysis. Guetterman provides a step-by-step guidance on basic statistics. In case study designs where both data strands are analysed simultaneously, analytical techniques include pattern matching, explanation building, time-series analysis and creating logic models (p142–167).

**Step 9. Write the case study report**

The case study report should have the following three characteristics. First, the description of the case and its context should be sufficiently comprehensive to allow the reader to understand the complexity of the phenomena under study. Second, the data should be presented in a concise and transparent manner to enable the reader to question, or to re-examine, the findings. Third, the report should be adapted to the interests and needs of its primary audience or audiences (e.g., academics, practitioners, policy-makers or funders of research). Yin suggests six formats for organising case study reports, namely linear-analytic, comparative, chronological, theory building, suspense and unsequenced structures. To facilitate case transferability and applicability to other similar contexts, the case study report must include a detailed description of the case.

**Step 10. Appraise quality**

Although presented as the final step of the case study process, quality appraisal should be considered throughout the study. Multiple criteria and frameworks for appraising the quality of case study research have been suggested in the literature. Yin suggests the following four criteria: construct validity (i.e., the extent to which a study accurately measures the concepts that it claims to investigate), internal validity (i.e., the strength of the relationship between variables and findings), external validity (i.e., the extent to which the findings can be generalised) and reliability (i.e., the extent to which the findings can be replicated by other researchers conducting the same study). Yin also suggests using two separate sets of guidelines for conducting case study research and for appraising the quality of case study proposals. Stake presents a 20-item checklist for critiquing case study reports, and Creswell and Poth outline a number of questions to consider. Since these quality frameworks have evolved from different disciplinary and philosophical backgrounds, the researcher’s approach should be coherent with the epistemology of the study. Figure 2 provides a quality appraisal checklist adapted from Creswell and Poth and Denscombe.

---

**DISCUSSION**

The challenges to conducting case study research include rationalising the literature based on literature review, writing the research questions, determining how to bound the case, and choosing among various case study purposes and designs. Factors held in common with other methods include analysing and presenting the findings, particularly with multiple data sources.

**Other resources**

Resources with more in depth guidance on case study research include Merriam, Stake and Yin. While each

---

- Is the study conducted in a real-life setting?
- Are the case selection criteria clearly described and well justified?
- Is the case an instance of a clearly delimited social phenomenon (i.e., event, individual, group, organization, program)?
- Are the boundaries and time limits of the case clearly identified?
- Are the case and its setting described in detail?
- Have the key thematic issues been highlighted?
- Are multiple methods and data sources used appropriately?
- Does the study provide a holistic perspective?
- Have the researchers considered the extent and implications of generalizing the findings?
- Has researcher reflexivity been considered?

---

**Figure 2** Checklist for evaluating the quality of a case study.
reflects a different perspective on case study research, they all provide useful guidance for designing and conducting case studies. Other resources include Creswell and Poth, Swanborn and Tight. For mixed methods case study designs, Creswell and Clark, Guetterman and Fetters, Luck et al., and Plano Clark et al. provide guidance. Byrne and Ragin's, The SAGE Handbook of Case-Based Methods and Mills et al.'s Encyclopedia of case study research provide guidance for experienced case study researchers.

CONCLUSIONS

Family medicine and community health researchers engage in a wide variety of clinical, educational, research and administrative programmes. Case study research provides a highly flexible and powerful research tool to evaluate rigorously many of these endeavours and disseminate this information.
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